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Abstract—This paper presents a theoretical model and vali-
dates experimentally the microwave slow-wave transmission line
(SW-TL) based on spoof surface plasmon (SSP) modes. Equiv-
alent circuit models are first presented for characterizing the
SSP structures and developed to serve as an insightful guideline
to design the SW-TL at a given cutoff frequency and Bloch
impedance. A mode converter connecting a conventional mi-
crostrip transmission line to the SW-TL is necessarily proposed
to ensure that the quasi-TEM modes of the microstrip line are
gradually transformed to the operating TM modes of the SW-TL.
The presented schematic of SW-TL paves a promising avenue for
the unprecedented interconnector footprint miniaturization of in-
tegrated circuits, and the enhanced electromagnetic compatibility,
for example, in multilayered monolithic microwave integrated
circuits.
Index Terms—Equivalent circuits, impedance matching, mode

matching, periodic structures, plasmons, transmission line.

I. INTRODUCTION

S URFACE plasmons (SPs) are intensely localized surface
waves at the interface between two materials (e.g., a

metal–dielectric interface) of opposite signs in real parts of
electric permittivities. These waves propagate along the surface
of a conductor and decay exponentially in its transverse direc-
tion [1]. By significantly reducing the effective wavelength of
surface waves, the SPs present high spatial confinement [2].
The SPs have found potential applications in microscopy, solar
cells, optics, magneto-optic data storage, and biological sensors
[1].
The SPs originally exist at optical regimes [1]. Neverthe-

less, Pendry et al. showed that spoof SPs (SSPs) can be
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observed at microwave frequencies on perforated conducting
surfaces [3]. Various structures that support SSP modes have
been reported. Shen et al. introduced a comb-shaped metallic
structure supporting the surface plasmon modes propagating
on electrically ultrathin and flexible films over a long distance
in a wide range from microwave to mid-infrared frequen-
cies. They used nearly zero-thickness and comb-shaped metal
strips printed onto flexible dielectric films well supporting the
SSP modes [4].
Applications of SSPs as waveguides have been reported.

Navarro-Cía et al. proposed the SSP structure based on split
ring resonators [5]. Another relevant study employed an array
of L-shaped metallic elements that were horizontally attached
to a metal surface [6]. Navarro-Cía et al. designed a slow-wave
transmission line (TL) and splitter by coaxial spoof plasmons
[7]. They used a monopole antenna as a source for their
transmission line. Gao et al. proposed a frequency splitter
based on their ultrathin dual-band SSP structure [8]. Also,
double-grating SSP unit cells have been employed to form an
ultra-wideband SSP filter [9]. Liu et al. experimentally verified
the propagation of higher order SSP modes in a comb-shape
strip, which acts as a multiband TL [10]. Pandey et al. took
advantage of three-dimensional (3-D) printing technology to
fabricate a terahertz (THz) plasmonic waveguide [11].
The term “single wire” TL was first used by Goubau and

composed of a dielectric coated wire connected to two coaxial
connectors, forming a groundless TL [12]. In other works,
planar transitions were introduced for connecting the ground-
less Goubau line to coplanar waveguides (CPWs) at THz
bands [13], [14]. The coupling between the Goubau line and
resonating structures (ring resonators) has been studied [15].
Akalin and Padila examined the 90 bending of a Goubau
line and designed a filter by adding periodic corrugation to
a Goubau line [16]. The feeding transition for Goubau loads
and power divider/combiner at millimeter-wave ranges was
presented [17]. A coplanar transition to a planar Goubau line
at millimeter-wave bands was also proposed [18]. Laurette et
al. added corrugations to the Goubau line to form a slow-wave
TL (SW-TL) at THz regime [19]. Sánchez-Escuderos added
dipole antennas to the Goubau line to form a low-loss leaky
wave antenna [20]. Ma et al. exploited SSP modes to construct
a TL connected to a CPW line [21]. In another study, the
multichannel composite SSPs were excited by CPW [22]. Pan
et al. applied electrically resonant metamaterials to control
the rejection of an SSP-based TL [23]. Liu et al. designed a
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coupler and frequency splitter by their SSP-based TL [24]. Due
to presence of the ground plane on both sides of the CPW, this
type of TL has a much wider profile than that of a microstrip
TL with the same impedance. Even for the finite ground CPW
(FG-CPW), however, the width of the finite ground plane is
one of the limiting factors determining the minimum separation
of two TLs [25]. Microstrip TLs, on the other hand, with their
narrow profile provide a better choice for compact circuit
design; however, their noncoplanarity has restrained their
adoption in many applications. Thanks to planar configuration
and high field confinement, the SSP-based TLs are able to
provide the groundless and compact planar waveguides that
could be fabricated very close to each other without significant
mutual coupling. To employ this new generation of TL in
miniaturized microwave circuits, they should be efficiently
connected to conventional TLs such as microstrip TLs. To the
best of our knowledge, a broadband and efficient transition
from an SSP-based TL to a microstrip TL has not been reported
so far.
In this paper, an SW-TL coupled to a microstrip TL is de-

signed and fabricated. In Section II, we first propose an equiva-
lent circuit model for the analysis and design of SSP structures
operating at microwave bands. In Section III, a mode converter
is proposed to connect the SSP structure to a microstrip TL by
an efficient conversion between the TM modes of an SSP struc-
ture to the quasi-TEM modes of a conventional microstrip TL,
where the converter converts both the momentum and polariza-
tion of SSP structures. Moreover, it is shown that impedance
matching between two types of structures is achieved through
periodic SSP unit cells. In Section IV, the design procedure for
the proposed mode converter is studied. We discussed the re-
sults in Section V and showed that the SSP structure along with
the proposed efficient mode converters forms a groundless and
low-loss SW-TL.

II. CIRCUIT MODEL FOR SPOOF SP STRUCTURES
Establishing an equivalent circuit model is key to the analysis

and thereby the design of the characteristics of a microwave
structure. A model is proposed to offer the general under-
standing of SW-TL and facilitate further advanced engineering
designs and optimizations with desired performance. By mod-
eling one unit cell of a periodic structure using a circuit model,
the network parameters such as scattering and transmission ma-
trix can be calculated. These parameters, in return, are helpful
in calculating the dispersion curve and Bloch impedance of a
periodic structure.
Here, the model of a single conductor TL is proposed by

using circuit elements. The current in this circuit model is de-
fined as the current on the conductor, similar to the definition
of the current in a two-conductor TL. Consequently, the equiva-
lent inductor formulas in two-conductor TLs are applied in this
model [26]. The voltage definition for a single-conductor TL is
slightly different from conventional models. In two-conductor
TLs, the voltage is defined as the voltage difference between
the core conductor and the ground plane. In a single-conductor
TL, there is no ground plane; however, we still can consider a
ground plane very far from the structure and the voltages can be
defined as the voltage difference between the TL and infinity.

Fig. 1. (a) Unit cell of the SSP structure alongwith the equivalent circuit model.
(b) Dimensions of the SSP structure. (c) Dimensions of the equivalent inductors.
(d) Dimensions of the equivalent capacitors. (e) Dispersion curves for the SSP
in four background media. Inset: Bloch impedance calculated for the SSP unit
cells on Rogers 4003 1.52 mm.

This definition is applied in calculating and in Fig. 1(a).
These capacitances also model the leaky currents from the TL
to the infinite ground, similar to the leaky current in double-con-
ductor TLs.
For periodic structures in general, the following relation ex-

ists between input and output , i.e., volt-
ages and currents of the th unit cell:

(1)

where is the period length. The complex propagation constant
is , where and are the decay and propagation
constants, respectively. The transmission parameters of one unit
cell are defined in an ABCD matrix as follows [27]:

(2)

For a symmetric structure , the complex propagation
constant can be calculated as

(3)
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TABLE I
CIRCUIT ELEMENTS FOR DIFFERENT DIELECTRIC COEFFICIENTS. THE

DIMENSIONS ARE 5 mm, 0.4, AND 0.02 mm
[FIG. 1(b)]

Another important parameter that can be extracted from the
circuit elements is Bloch impedance. The Bloch impedance is
the characteristic impedance of the TL periodically constructed
by the SSP unit cells. This parameter ensures the compatibility
of the SW-TL with other transmission lines:

(4)

The transmission parameters can be calculated from the mea-
sured scattering parameters [27].
Fig. 1(a) depicts one unit cell of an SSP structure given in [4]

along with the proposed equivalent circuit. The dimensions of
the unit cell are specified in Fig. 1(b). The equivalent inductors
and capacitors are calculated in static electromagnetics. Each
current path of one unit cell can be modeled as an inductor [26]
with the inductance of

(5)

where , , and are width, thickness, and length of the metallic
path for the current, respectively. It is obvious that decreasing
the width and increasing the length of the current path increase
the equivalent inductance. As the thickness is much smaller than
the width, changing the thickness hardly affects any equivalent
inductor. , and as shown in Fig. 1(a) are calculated
using (5). Fig. 1(c) specifies the geometries of the inductors of
the unit cell. In this figure, the length of the is equal to
half width of the SSP unit cell, i.e., as shown in Fig. 1(b).
There are two types of equivalent capacitors in the proposed

model. One consists of each pair of metallic plates . This
capacitor can be calculated by electrostatic software such as
CST EM Studio. It is worthy to mention that includes part
of the neighboring cells as depicted in Fig. 1(d). Simply, the
capacitance increases as increasing the area of the plate and de-
creasing the distance between two plates. The distance between
two plates is equal to the period length of the structure .
The other equivalent capacitor corresponds to the connec-

tion of the proposed structure to the ground ( and ). Each
single metallic plate in electrostatics has a capacitance due to
the electric fields from the structure that end at infinity. As no
ground plane exists around the SSP structure, the accurate cal-
culation of these elements is of great importance. For each ca-
pacitor, the capacitance can be calculated by EM software and
measuring the capacitance of a single separate as well as a pair

of metallic plates with the same geometries, as indicated in
Fig. 1(d). Table I presents the calculated circuit element values
for the SSP with four background media of different dielectric
constants. All the inductances are identical because any change
in permittivity does not affect the inductors. However, the ca-
pacitance linearly changes with the dielectric constant. There-
fore, the capacitance for each medium is equal to the capaci-
tance of the reference medium with multiplied by the
relative permittivity of that medium. To understand the capaci-
tance of single plates, onemay consider simpler cases of circular
metallic discs with the same areas as our rectangular and .
For a metallic circular disc of the radius and the area of ,
the capacitance is [28]

(6)

Thus, the capacitance is proportional to the square root of the
area of the metallic plate. For Case 1, and from (6) are
calculated to be 98 and 63 fF, which are very close to the sim-
ulated values by CST in Table I.
The dispersion curves from the equivalent circuit model

which was solved by ADS, indicated as E. C., and the eigen-
mode solver of CST Microwave Studio indicated as CST are
plotted in Fig. 1(e). The results show that the cutoff frequency
is higher for the media with lower permittivity. Excellent
agreement between the two methods demonstrates the accu-
racy of the proposed equivalent circuit model. The difference
between the results from two methods may be caused by two
main reasons. First, the equivalent elements are calculated in
electrostatics and general definitions of voltage and current
have been applied, which are not accurate at high frequencies,
secondly, the currents and charge densities considered for the
elements are slightly different from the real values at the peri-
odic comb structure. For example, for a capacitor, we consider
a constant voltage for the metal plate that is not very true at
high frequencies. In order to improve the model, one can divide
the unit cells into even smaller pieces in order to account for
the nonuniform voltage and current distribution. However, the
model will be much more complicated and consequently not
desirable for further engineering design purposes. The current
simple model provides a simple and viable tool for designing
SSP structures for specific frequency ranges.
Another adjustable parameter in the equivalent circuit model

is the Bloch impedance in (4). By tuning the parameters to
achieve 50- impedance, the structure will be more compatible
with a conventional transmission line while it is surely quite
straightforward to tune the structure to achieve other imped-
ances. The SSP structure is studied from the Bloch impedance
point of view. The simulation has been done for the SSP printed
on a piece of Rogers 4003 (1.52 mm) slab with an effective di-
electric constant of used in our experiment. The effec-
tive permittivity for this Rogers substrate is calculated by CST
Microwave Studio. For this purpose, the dispersion curves of
the structure for two cases are compared: the SSP structure on
Rogers 4003 (as a partially filled medium) and the SSP struc-
ture in the fully filled medium with the effective permittivity.
Our calculation showed an almost constant Bloch impedance of
42 over a wide frequency range for the SSP structure for the
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medium with as a function of frequency as shown in the
inset of Fig. 1(e). These results confirm that this structure can
be matched to any 50- transmission line.
With high field confinement and the constant input impedance

of 50 for a wide range of frequencies, the SSP structures
are able to provide a plausible option for inexpensive and small
transmission lines. The next step is to design an appropriate tran-
sition to connect this potential transmission line to typical trans-
mission lines and realize the SW-TL.

III. MODE CONVERSION
In order to exploit the high field confinement and groundless

nature of the SSP structure in microwave circuits, the structure
should be connected to conventional transmission lines, which
can result in wider applications and better compatibility of the
proposed SSP structures. In order to obtain highly efficient
connection, it is necessary to match two transmission structures
in terms of impedance, polarization and momentum. Based
on the proposed design, the impedance of the SSP structure
was designed around 50 , and, therefore, no more impedance
matching is needed.
Fig. 2(a) presents the SSP structure connected to a microstrip

line through the proposed mode converter. The microstrip line
supports the quasi-TEM modes, and these modes should be
transformed to TM polarized SSPs. Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows the
normal and azimuthal magnitudes
of electrical field at planes perpendicular to the mode converter,
respectively. These results clearly demonstrate the gradual
transformation from quasi-TEM modes to TM modes via the
proposed mode converter (at 7 GHz). It can be observed from
Fig. 2 that the normal component of quasi-TEM waves at a
microstrip line (as shown in Fig. 2(b), Plane 1) is almost zero,
and the major part of the electric field of the microstrip line
is azimuthal component (Fig. 2(c), Plane 1). Fig. 2(b) depicts
a gradual increase in the normal component of the electrical
field via the mode converter. This component becomes the
major electrical field at the SSP structure as shown in both
Fig. 2(b) and (c), Plane 6.
The proposed mode converter acts as a momentum con-

verter while it transforms the polarization. The microstrip lines
support the waves with a wavenumber equal to that of the
light ; however, the dispersion curve for the SSP structure
[Fig. 1(e)]indicates that its wavenumber is much larger than
. Momentum conversion is achieved by gradually increasing

the wavenumber as the wave propagates through the mode
converter. Fig. 2(d) presents the dispersion curve at various
points along the mode converter. These curves are obtained
by considering a periodic configuration of each section of the
mode converter separately. These separate sections are spec-
ified in the inset of Fig. 2(d). This figure clarifies the gradual
increase of the momentum of the wave propagating through the
mode converter.

IV. SLOW-WAVE TRANSMISSION LINE
Next, the SSP structure is connected to a conventional TL. In

this paper, we first present the microstrip line mode converter to
the SSP. The mode converter is designed in order to connect the
SSP unit cells to a 50- microstrip line on a piece of 1.52-mm

Fig. 2. (a) Proposed SSP structure connected to the mode converter to con-
struct the SW-TL. (b) Normal and (c) azimuthal components of the electrical
field at six perpendicular planes to the mode converter. (d) Dispersion curves of
the separate parts of the mode converter. Inset: The separate parts of the mode
converter.

Rogers 4003 substrate to construct the SW-TL for the reflection
lower than 12 dB.

A. Constructing the Structure

The mode converter is composed of two parts: the strip con-
nector and the ground regulator as shown in Fig. 3(a). These
two parts are designed based on the parameters of the microstrip
line and the SSP unit cell. The dimensions of the SSP are

5 mm, , and [Fig. 1(b)]. To achieve
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Fig. 3. (a) SSP structure connected to the microstrip line via matching transitions to build the SW-TL. (b) Specified parameters for the strip connector. (c) Specified
parameters for the ground regulator. (d) Simulated and (e) for five parameter sets (Table III) for the entire frequency range.

50- impedance for the design on Rogers 4003 1.52 mm, the
microstrip line width is set as 3.2 mm. Fig. 1(d) shows
that the cutoff frequency for the SSP structure on 1.52-mm
Rogers 4003 substrate with the effective epsilon of 2 is 9.1 GHz.
This frequency can be changed by scaling the SSP dimensions.
Here, we design the mode converter to efficiently operate at the
bandwidth of 5–8 GHz. All of the parameters are presented with
respect to the period length . Consequently, the working fre-
quency range for both the mode converter and the SSP structure
can be scaled by changing the period length of the SSP unit cells.
1) Constructing the Strip Connector: Fig. 3(b) shows the

strip connector. This design includes three SSP unit cells. The
effect of the number of unit cells on the performance of the con-
verter will be discussed later. The parameters of the strip con-
nectors are specified in Fig. 3(b). The parameters are related to
each other based on the formulas given in Table II. These rela-
tions can be applied to design the transitions for SSPs working
at other frequency ranges. In the following, we explain the re-
lation between the parameters in detail. The width of the strip
decreases from to and then increases to .
These changes have two effects to the fields. First, it helps the
transformation of the polarization (Fig. 2(b) from Planes 1 to
4). Second, the increase in the strip width from to com-
pensates for the increase in the distance between the ground and
the strip where the ground is gradually removed. This keeps the
impedance of the line almost the same for the rest of the mi-
crostrip guiding modes before their complete transformation to
the SSP modes and therefore reduces their reflection. and
are the required lengths for the gradual width change and are
chosen based on the equations in Table II. , , , , ,
, , , and are the dimensions of the three separate parts

of the strip connector, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(d), and are
chosen to achieve a gradual momentum increase, as depicted in
Fig. 2(d), and the optimized relations for the best performance

TABLE II
RELATION BETWEEN PARAMETERS OF THE STRIP CONNECTOR [FIG. 3(b)]

of these parameters are given in Table II. Referring to Table II,
the parameters which are critical to design the strip connector
include: , , , and .
2) Constructing the Ground Regulator: This part regulates

the discontinuity of the ground plane and is located where the
ground is removed. On both sides of the strip, the edges of the
ground regulator have the functionality of
as shown in Fig. 3(c), where and are two selected param-
eters. One can select the initial values so that the edges of the
ground regulator follow the change of the strip connector prop-
erly. For simplicity, we chose and to be 500(0.01 mm
and 5(1 mm for the two sides, respectively and further se-
lectivity can be achieved by tuning for the best -parameter
results. The ground regulator truncates at the half length of the
strip connector as follows:

(7)

Consequently, the parameters of the ground regulator are
found to be and .

B. Tuning and Optimization
In order to achieve high transmission and low reflection, we

tune , , , , , and . , , and should be
small fractions of . Here, (or
0.25 mm) are chosen. determines the strip width reduction,
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Fig. 4. (a) Surface current on the SW-TL at 7 GHz. (b) Comparison of the -parameter results (simulation) of SW-TL with and without port connection.

TABLE III
FIVE PARAMETER SETS IN MILLIMETERS FOR THE MODE CONVERTER

and its initial value can be kept as 3 for designing the transi-
tion to any SSP structure. and determine the shape of the
ground regulator and the initial values are chosen as (or
2.1 mm ) and (or 0.15 mm ). Fig. 3(d) and (e) study
the effect of these geometric parameters by comparing the -pa-
rameter results for five parameter sets listed in Table III. As can
be seen, with Set 5, the SW-TL achieves the best transmission
performance among the five sets.
Fig. 4(a) presents the absolute values of the surface current

on the metallic surfaces of the structure at 7 GHz. It can be
seen that gradually removing the ground at the connection of
the SSP structure and microstrip line (the matching part on the
ground plane) prevents the discontinuity of the surface currents
and consequently reduces the reflection maybe caused by this
abrupt change.
Both ports of the designed SW-TL have common ground

as they are connected by a metallic connection as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(a) shows that the current density on this metallic
bar is at least 25 dB smaller than the maximum current density
at the SW-TL. In order to ensure that this metallic connection
does not have any significant effect on the performance of the
groundless transmission line, the proposed SW-TL without any
ground connection is simulated and the results are compared
in Fig. 4(b) with the SW-TL with port connection. The results
indicate that this connection does not change the transmission
significantly.
The strip connector consists of straight lines. We anticipate

better results by substituting the curve lines of ground regulator
by straight lines as it is shown in Fig. 5(a).
1.8 mm is tuned for good transmission. For better performance,
“Interpolated Quasi Newton” optimization method is performed
on the whole parameters. Fig. 5(b) compares the results from the
both SW-TLs with curved and straight ground regulators as well
as the results from final optimization. The parameters after final
optimization are presented in Table IV.

TABLE IV
PARAMETER VALUES OF SW-TL (FIG. 3(b) AND (c)) AFTER OPTIMIZATION

(IN MILLIMETERS)

The ideal transition should be composed of an infinite number
of gradually changing SSP elements; however, we should find
the most effective transition with as few elements as possible.
The strip connector in Fig. 3(a) is composed of three SSP ele-
ments. The most important role of these elements is to gradually
increase the momentum and as it is indicated in Fig. 2(d), three
elements can provide smooth momentum matching and conse-
quently, increasing the number of matching elements does not
lead to better transmission and reflection. Fig. 5(c) compares the
-parameter results for four types ofmode converters: single-el-

ement, two-element, three-element, and four-element strip con-
nectors. The results show that the strip connector with three ele-
ments has better performance than single-element and two-ele-
ment types. However, the transmission is almost the same as that
of four-element type. Consequently, due to its shorter length, the
three-element mode converter is chosen.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The -parameters were measured by a vector network ana-
lyzer. Fig. 5(d) depicts the fabricated SW-TL connected to the
vector network analyzer. The results are presented in Fig. 5(e).

for the SW-TL is calibrated based on the 50- microstrip
line, in order to cancel out the connection loss and dielectric
loss as well as to study the role of the mode converter and the
SSP structure on the transmission. The difference between the
measured and simulated is attributed to the effect of SMA
connectors, which is not considered in the simulation. The re-
sults confirm that the experimental and simulated results agree
well with each other.
The experimental and simulation results show about 1.5 dB

insertion loss for the SW-TL. This insertion loss includes the
conversion loss ( by the mode converter) and the transmis-
sion loss ( by the SSP cells) as

(8)
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Fig. 5. (a) Substitution of curved lines of the ground regulator by straight lines. (b) -parameter results (simulation) of SW-TL with curved ground regulator,
straight ground regulator and SW-TL with parameters given in Table IV (c) -parameter results (simulation) for SW-TL with single-, two-, three-, and four-unit-
cells strip connectors (d) the proposed SW-TL connected to the vector network analyser. (e) Comparison between experiment and simulation of the -parameters
for the proposed structure. (f) -parameter results (simulation) for SW-TLs with various lengths on a lossless dielectric. (g) Insertion loss increases with increasing
the total length for the designed SW-TL and an ideal microstrip line on a lossy dielectric (simulation results).

The transmission loss is composed of radiation loss and
dielectric loss as follows:

(9)

To study the radiation loss, we simulate the SW-TLs on a
lossless dielectric with different lengths. Fig. 5(f) depicts the
-parameter results ( is the total length and in terms of the

cutoff wavelength). The simulation results show that, for a loss-
less dielectric, the insertion loss does not increase by increasing
the length of the transmission line. This fixed loss is mainly
caused by the mode converter . In other words, the
radiation loss from the single-line SW-TL is negligible.
Fig. 5(g) compares the transmission loss for the SW-TL on a
lossy Rogers 4003 1.52 mm with a microstrip line on the same
dielectric layer. To exclude the conversion loss, this figure
presents the insertion loss increase by increasing the
length of the transmission line . is presented in terms
of the free space wavelength at the operating frequency (7
GHz). This figure shows that for SW-TL, the dielectric loss

increases by as much as 9.6 dB per , which is smaller
than 11.6 dB/100 loss for microstrip line. The reason for the
smaller transmission loss is that, compared with the microstrip
line, smaller portion of the fields are distributed in the dielectric
below SW-TL and consequently, smaller portion of the field
interacts with the lossy dielectric. Small transmission loss along
with its low profile and planar structure empowers the great
potential of SW-TL for serving as a low-loss and effective
groundless transmission line in microwave systems.

VI. CONCLUSION
An equivalent circuit model for spoof surface plasmon struc-

tures has been first proposed as a viable tool for analyzing and
designing the structure with desired Bloch impedance and cutoff

frequency. The equivalent circuit has demonstrated the constant
and approximately 50- input impedance of the spoof surface
plasmon structure and therefore confirmed the possibility of a
transmission line with SSP structures. A mode converter has
been presented to convert the polarization and momentum of
spoof surface plasmons in order to couple with the quasi-TEM
modes of microstrip lines. The scattering parameters of the pro-
posed SW-TL have been measured and the high transmission
and low reflection have confirmed the excellent performance of
the proposed design, which can bring groundbreaking technolo-
gies of groundless multilayer microwave circuits to the RF en-
gineering and daily-life applications.
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